
 
JACK & JACK -

JESTERS ON STILTS

 

“Clever, funny, interactive and engaging
entertainment for all ages – kids and adults loved

them. A delight to work with – approachable,
flexible and very professional. We have no

hesitation in recommending them to any venue,
council or event organiser.”

 

★★★★★
 

The Brisbane EKKA, QLD

 

Goofy mischief-makers, energetic, colourful and
out for a good time. Jack 'n Jack are always the
innocent bystanders (not!). Playing pranks and

looking for playmates, Jack ’n Jack is fun-filled and
dynamic. Up-end your expectations! Our bright and
colourful jesters provide family-friendly interactive
entertainment that will amuse the audience of all
types. Towering over the crowd, the stilt walkers

walk, dance and bring joy to your event. The
roaming characters engage in playful games with

members of the crowd as they wander though your
event areas causing random moments of fun.



REASONS TO BOOK THIS ACT

 

-Exuberant stilt walkers provide
mischievous and fun interactive

entertainment
-The cheeky costumed performers’

walkabout act engages with all audience
types

-Professional performers who each have
over 15 years experience

-Fabulous versatile interactive
entertainment for indoor or outdoor,

corporate or family-friendly eventsBased
in Brisbane and available internationally

Our jesters’ walkabout act is

available as one individual or up

to five roaming characters. The

roaming characters’ colourful

costumes completely cover the

stilts and make it look like our

jesters just have long legs! The

outfits are eccentric, and the

face paints are simple but

effective.

 

 

Our fantastic jesters are energetic,

colourful and ensure your guests will

have a good time. This interactive

entertainment that puts a smile on

people’s faces. Always a hit with

children, they encourage the young

ones to pass between their long legs.

Jokes and pranks are part of the

walkabout act. Jack 'n Jack are always

playing around with spectators and

making sure everybody is having a

good time.
 

 


